With regards to Chester Vaden.

I've Taken Quite A Fancy To You.

(Flirting Song.)

Words by EDWARD MADDEN.

Music by THEODORE MORSE.

Moderato.

Your eyes are shining, you say you're blue. My heart is pinning, I'm lonely too. There comes a yearning that keeps remaining, and that's so nice. You never weary, they tell me turning, Perhaps I'm learning how to woo. A tender dearie, That spooning once, means spooning twice; See what you're
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Comes softly longing for something new
We'll find a love spot to tie the

I've taken quite a fancy to you, dear, I'd like to paddle your canoe;
And I
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or you wouldn't act the way you do.

There's no one in this wide, wide, world, dear, whose toot-sey woot-sey I would be, If you'd only take a fancy, dearie to a fancy little girl like me. I've me.